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revit architecture 2020 is a powerful tool for architectural design, but it’s not without its flaws. in this course, youll learn how to overcome some of revit’s major flaws, including the lack of a clear drawing hierarchy, the inability to manage components, and the unintuitive workflow for creating schedules. you’ll also
learn how to deal with common revit architecture errors, including errant joins and assembly lines, lines that aren’t dimensioned, and a lack of a clear drawing hierarchy. learn how to overcome revit’s major flaws and to make the most of revit architecture 2020. this course is for architects and students who want to
learn to use revit architecture 2020. the famous phrase, like apple, you just dont get it, usually means that you are not willing to try to figure out what is so exciting about something new and different. if you think that revit is nothing but a layout program, or that its so complicated that you cant possibly use it, then
you will be wasting your time and money. in this course, youll learn how to use revit architecture, including the modeling tools and the workflow. then, instructor paul f. aubin helps you get comfortable working with the tool, including its new modeling tools, dimensions, and measurement tools, and the new features
in the architectural design workflow. paul also helps you learn how to create schedules, how to edit designs, and how to edit your model. in this course, youll learn to model 3d buildings with revit architecture 2020. first, youll learn to model walls, floors, roofs, and doors. then, youll learn to create schedules that
keep track of materials and parts used in your project.
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